
WORK IN MOZAMBIQUE

One of the consequences of., Portuguese colonial rule was the drastic
shortage of skilled and educated people at the time of independence. In
1975, at the request of the government of Mozambique, MAGIC began a recruit-
ment programme for technical and professional cooperantes to work on two-year
contracts in Mozambique. By 1981 nearly 200 people, including health
personnel, teachers, agronomists, engineers and other specialists had been
recruited.

If you are interested in the possibilities of working in Mozambique as
a cooperante, write to the Recruitment Programme at the MAGIC office for
information and application forms. Only those with qualifications and
experience can be considered. A small number of teachers have also been
recruited to work in Angola, but'no comprehensive programme is undertaken
on behalf of the countries other than Mozambique.

International Voluntary Services (IVS) runs a volunteer programme for
Mozambique. For details, contact IVS, Ceresole House, 53 Regent Road,
Leicester LEl 6YL (tel 0533 541862).

WHAT MAGIC DOES NOT DO

Mozambique, Angola, Guinea-Bissau and Cape Verde have no embassies or
consulates in Britain at present. MAGIC is not able to deal with consular
matters, or to issue visas. Nor can it handle enquiries of a commercial or
official character. In such cases, however, MAGIC will advise on suitable
channels and where possible provide addresses and telex numbers. The
addresses of embassies elsewhere in Europe can also be supplied.

For further information, contact MAGIC
34 Percy Street
London WlP 9FG
(tel: 01 636 7108)

JOURNAL OF EASTERN AFRICAN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

and

TRANSAFRICAN JOURNAL OF HISTORY

RESUMPTION OF PUBLICATION

A message from the Editor:

As our readers are probably aware, the above-named periodicals, which
had a wide circulation in academic circles owing to their high standards and
good quality research articles, ran into unforeseen and unavoidable difficulties
from about 1976. These difficulties were connected with the collapse of the
East African Community which previously subsidised our former publishers, the
East African Literature Bureau. As a result of the collapse of the Community
the East African Literature Bureau also ceased to function and was replaced
by the Kenya Literature Bureau, in the case of Kenya. Unfortunately, however,
the Kenya Literature Bureau resolved to put an end to the publication of all
periodicals formerly published by them and their predecessors, with effect
from January 1979. But by that time there were several delayed issues still
in press dating as far back as 1976. The decision by the publishers to cease
publication of all periodicals, unless heavily subsidised, came as a shock to
all of us for whom these periodicals, among many others, provided an appropriate
and convenient forum for the dissemination of research findings and the testing
of new hypotheses on diverse subjects pertaining to Eastern Africa in particular,
and to the African continent in general.

It is for these reasons that I take this opportunity to announce to you
the good news of the resumption of the publication of the Journal of Eastern
African Research and Development and the Transafrican Journal of History with
immediate effect. While the former will continue to cater for articles on
any aspect of the social sciences, including education, music, and in certain
cases, some of the non-humanities, the latter is specifically concerned with
African History. As in the past, high standards and the Eastern African and
African perspectives and relevance will continue to inspire and sustain these
publications.
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As a temporary measure we intend to publish one volume, consisting of
two issues, of each journal once a year. Thus in the case of the Transafrican
the 1979 publication is volume 8 and contains two issues, while for the
Research and Development it is volume 9, again comprising two issues. Con-
currently the Kenya Literature Bureau is working on a scheme to enable it to
resume and complete work on the delayed publications for 1976-1978, for which
they have already received subscriptions from some of our readers. It is
hoped that once the backlog of work is completed, probably in 1982-83, we
shall revert to the original schedule of publishing each journal twice a year,
ie. around July and December of every year. Given the satisfactory printing
and publishing arrangements that have been worked out, the future of the
Transafrican Journal of History and the Journal of Eastern African Research
and Development seems reasonably bright and our recent problems can, hopefully,
be safely regarded as a thing of the past. Once again we wish to thank our
readers for their patience and understanding during that difficult time as
we confidently venture into a new era with bright prospects.

ARTICLES IN ISSUES PUBLISHED AND FORTHCOMING

- TRANSAFRICAN JOURNAL OF HISTORY

- Volume 8, Number 1, 1979

Jim de V Allen
Milcah Amolo

Bonar A Gow

Ralph S Herring

Meddi Mugyenyi

Phares M Mutibwa

- Volume 8, Number 2, 1979

Elaine A Friedland
B Ndoma-Egba

M A Ogutu

0 J E Shiroya

1 B Sutton

- Volume 9, Number 1, 1980

Buluda Itandala
G N Uzoigwe

Bernd Heine & F Rottland

Daniel Stiles

J B Webster

Stephano Santandra
Esmond B Martin &
T C I Ryan

- Volume 9, Number 2, 1980

Phares M Mutibwa

Patrick Kakwenzire

C N Ubah.

Bonaventure Swai

"Siyu in the 18th and 19th centuries
"Trade unionism and colonial authority:
Sierra Leone, 1930-1945"

"Menalamba, the Jesuits, and the French
'Civilizing Mission1: the decline of
the influence of the British Protestant
Missions in Madagascar, 1895-1913"

"Iron Production and trade in Labwor,
North Eastern Uganda"

"The sources of collective rebellion:
Nationalism in Buganda and Kikuyland"

"Primary resistance against the French
in Madagascar 1895-1900"

"Mozambican nationalist resistance 1920-1940"
"Some aspects of the mode of exchange in a

transitional economy: Nigeria, 1870-1915"
"Dualism and the development of coffee in
Meru, Kenya, in the 1930s"

"Development of African politics in Kenya
after 1945: The contribution of the
ex-soldiers"

"The end of coloured independence: The case
of the Grigualand East Rebellion of 1878"

"Nilotic impact on the Babinza of Usukuma"
"Oral literature and African history"
"Divergency, convergency and the case of the
Terik"

"Origins of the hunting people of the NE
African coast"

"Drought, migration and choronology in the
Lake Malawi litoral"

"Catholic education, language and religion
in the Western Bahr el Ghazel"

"The slave trade of the Bajun and Benadir
Coasts"

"Resistance to colonialism: The revolt of
.1904-5"

"The introduction of Western Education in
Northern Somaliland"

"The dilemma of the British: Kano government
and administration"

"Tanzanyika and the great depression 1929-36"

JOURNAL OF EASTERN AFRICAN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

- Volume 9, Number 1, 1979

Oyugi Aseto

F R Banugire

"On protecting Kenya's future: The World Bank
Report"

"An approach to operative development planning"
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G K Kamau

M Mukras

Roberta M Mutiso

John Oucho

Manfred 0 Wogugu

Volume 9, Number 2, 1979

M H Abdulaziz

T B Kabwegyere
Tony Killick

Manenga Ndulo

Folayan Ojo

Kami S P Rwegasira

E M Waweru

Gideon S Were

"Current problems of legal education in Kenya"
"An input-output model for secondary school
examination performance"

"Career-role family-role conflict among women
agricultural extension officers in Kenya"

"Population Movements in Kenya: A review and
analysis"

"Migration and human theory: Empirical test of
the African case"

"Methodology of sociolinguistic surveys -
The East African language survey experience"

"Time and planned change"
"Application of science and technology to
Kenya's development: An economist's view"

"Source: Republic of Zambia, Employment and
earnings 1966-69; Monthly digest of statistics
No.485, Vol.XI, April/May 1975"

"Student wastage in Nigerian universities"
"The mode of financial analysis in Tanzania

Commercial Bank short-term lending"
"Capital accumulation and alienation at the
shop-floor level: The Kenya situation"

"The relevance of History in National Development:
Some hints to African states on development
strategies"

- Volume 10, Numbers 1 and 2 (forthcoming)

Domencio Mazzeo
George 0 Roberts
V B Khapoya

B C Gondwe

Lucio Omondi

Robert M Maxon

S K Pare Bah

Vivian Lowery
Mekki Mtewa

James Philip Kathoka
Henry Getuji

M Tarnerkin

Auma Agola Osolo

"The state and transnational corporation"
"Professionals and social policy"
"Bantustans in South Africa: The role of the
multinational corporations"

"The politics of transnational corporations
and the problem of liberation in Southern
Africa"

"Language and culture. The relevance of
linguistics to the Kenyan situation"

"The absence of political associations among
the Gusii prior to 1940"

"Host country cooperations with transnational
corporations in joint ventures: Two con-
trasting models"

"Women and the professions in the Third World"
"Development expertise from an anlytic point
of view"

"G T Nurse clanship in Central Malawi"
"David Hart: The Volta River Project. A

case study in politics and technology"
"The evolution of urban ethnic associations
among members of uncentralised tribes:
The case of the Abaluyia in Nakuru, Kenya"

"The great awakening of the Third World on
the world market"

PRICES

The price for the 1979, 1980 and 1981 issues is #15.00 per each volume of
two issues outside East Africa.

The price for the 1982 publications is #18.00 per each volume of two
issues each.

The price for the 1983 issues in #28.00 per each volume of two issues
or #14.00 per issue.

All prices are inclusive of postage by surface mail.

BUSINESS ADDRESS

All correspondence and subscriptions should be addressed to:

The Editor/Professor Gideon S Were,
P 0 Box 10622,
Nairobi,
Kenya.
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